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Q.1:  In a certain code CRIED is written as XIRVW, then what is code for HAPPY be written in that coding 

language?   

(1)SZKKY                                      (2)SZKKC                               (3)SZBKK                         (4)SZKKB 

 

Q.2:  In a certain code STARS is written as 87898, then what is code for TIGER be written in that coding language?   

(1)79159                                        (2) 71959                                 (3) 29259                         (4) 79259 

 

Q.3:  In a certain code WILD is written as 20, and WIN is coded as 12 then what is code for CHAIR be written in 

that coding language?   

(1)15                                              (2)20                                         (3)25                                (4)30 

 

Q.4:  In a certain code JACK is written as 25, then what is code for ZEAL be written in that coding language?   

(1)32                                            (2)42                                             (3)43                               (4)44 

 

Q.5:  In a certain code WATER is written as ZDGIV, then what is code for TRAIN be written in that coding 

language?   

(1) GIZMR                                    (2)IGAMR                                   (3)IGZRM                       (4)IGZMR 

 

Q.6:  In a certain code BABY is written as 34, and CHILD is coded as 41 then what is code for SCHOOL be written 

in that coding language?   

(1)72                                           (2)76                                            (3)66                               (4)78 

 

Q.7:  :  In a certain code JERRY is written as YRREJ, then what is code for TOM be written in that coding 

language?    

(1)TOM                          (2)MTO                                (3)RTR                             (4)MOT 

Q.8:  :  In a certain code CHARU is written as EJCTW, then what is code for SAURABH be written in that coding 

language?  

(1) UCWTCDJ                      (2) UCWTCDJ                                 (3) UCWTCDJ                               (4)UCWTCDJ 

Q.9:  :  In a certain code SUN is written as 26, and WIN is coded as 18 then what is code for HUL be written in that 

coding language?   

(1)72                          (2)76                                 (3)66                               (4)17 

Q.10:  :  In a certain code HIGH is written as STRS, and SKIN is coded as MRPH then what is code for FACE be 

written in that coding language?  

(1)UZXV                          (2) VZXU                               (3) VXUZ                               (4)VXZU 

 

ANS: Q.1: (4) , Q.2: (4), Q.3: (4), Q.4: (4), Q.5: (4), Q.6: (4) Q.7: (4), Q.8: (4), Q.9: (4), Q.10: (4) 

 

 


